thinking like a historian rethinking history instruction by nikki mandell and bobbie malone is a teaching and learning framework that explains the essential elements of history and provides how to examples for building historical literacy in classrooms at all grade levels with practical examples engaging and effective lessons and classroom activities that tie to essential questions thinking like a historian provides a framework to enhance and improve teaching and learning history we invite you to use thinking like a historian to bring history into your classroom or to re energize your teaching of this crucial discipline in new ways the contributors to thinking like a historian are experienced historians and educators from elementary through university levels this philosophical and pedagogical guide to history as a discipline uses published standards of the american historical association the organization of american historians the national council for history education the national history standards and state standards for wisconsin and california please explain why you think about and write history as you do collecting together the responses to this question from 15 of the world s foremost historians and theorists authoring the past represents a powerful reflection on and intervention in the historiographical field edited by alun munslow and presented in concise digestible essays the collection covers a broad range of contemporary interests and ideas and offers a rich set of reasoned alternative thoughts on our cultural engagement with times gone by emerging from an intensely fertile period of historical thought and practice authoring the past examines the variety of approaches to the discipline that have taken shape during this time and suggests possible future ways of thinking about and interacting with the past it provides a unique insight into recent debates on the nature and purpose of history and demonstrates that when diverse metaphysical and aesthetic choices are made the nature of the representation of the past becomes a matter of legitimate dispute scholars and practitioners of history will find it a stimulating and invaluable resource history means many things to many people but finding an answer to the
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question. What is history as a task few feel equipped to answer. If you want to explore this tantalising subject where do you start? What are the critical skills you need to begin to make sense of the past? The perfect introduction to this thought provoking area Jenkins clear and concise prose guides readers through the controversies and debates that surround historical thinking at the present time providing them with the means to make their own discoveries. The historical interface between science and religion was depicted as an unbridgeable conflict in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Starting in the 1970s such a conception was too simplistic and not at all accurate when considering the totality of that relationship. This volume evaluates the utility of the complexity principle in past present and future scholarship. First put forward by historian John Brooke over twenty five years ago the complexity principle rejects the idea of a single thesis of conflict or harmony or integration or separation between science and religion. Rethinking History Science and Religion brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars at the forefront of their fields to consider whether new approaches to the study of science and culture such as recent developments in research on science and the history of publishing the global history of science the geographical examination of space and place and science and media have cast doubt on the complexity thesis or if it remains a serviceable historiographical model. History is a narrative discourse full of unfinished stories. This collection of innovative and experimental pieces of historical writing shows there are fascinating and important new ways of thinking and writing about the past in rethinking and reframing the American national narrative in a wider context. The contributors to this volume ask questions about both nationalism and the discipline of history itself. The essays offer fresh ways of thinking about the traditional themes and periods of American history. By locating the study of American history in a transnational context they examine the history of nation making and the relation of the United States to other nations and to transnational developments. What is now called globalization is here placed in a historical context. A cast of distinguished historians from the United States and abroad examines the historiographical implications of such a reframing and offers alternative interpretations of large questions of American history ranging from the era of European contact to democracy and reform from environmental and economic development and migration experiences to issues of nationalism and identity. But the largest issue explored is basic to all histories: how does one understand, teach, and write a national history even as one recognizes that the territorial boundaries do not fully contain that history, and that within that bounded territory...
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the society is highly differentiated marked by multiple solidarities and identities

rethinking american history in a global age advances an emerging but important conversation marked by divergent voices many of which are represented here the various essays explore big concepts and offer historical narratives that enrich the content and context of american history the aim is to provide a history that more accurately reflects the dimensions of american experience and better connects the past with contemporary concerns for american identity structures of power and world presence a thought provoking new book from one of america s finest historians

history wrote james baldwin does not refer merely or even principally to the past on the contrary the great force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us are unconsciously controlled by it in many ways and history is literally present in all that we do rarely has baldwin s insight been more forcefully confirmed than during the past few decades history has become a matter of public controversy as americans clash over such things as museum presentations the flying of the confederate flag or reparations for slavery so whose history is being written who owns it in who owns history eric foner proposes his answer to these and other questions about the historian s relationship to the world of the past and future he reconsiders his own earlier ideas and those of the pathbreaking richard hofstadter he also examines international changes during the past two decades globalization the collapse of the soviet union the end of apartheid in south africa and their effects on historical consciousness he concludes with considerations of the enduring but often misunderstood legacies of slavery the civil war and reconstruction this is a provocative even controversial study of the reasons we care about history or should in this radical reassessment alun munslow challenges conventional notions of history and offers a new vision of historical thinking and practice deploying a range of concepts such as scepticism aesthetics ethics standpoint irony authorship and a new understanding of truth the future of history examines history as a form of knowledge in itself arguing that in the future the multiple forms of its expression will be as significant as its content this thought provoking challenging and unique book offers a way forward for history after postmodernism and is essential reading for anyone asking the question what is history why history is an introduction to the issue of history and ethics designed to provoke discussion the book asks whether a good knowledge and understanding of the past is a good thing to have and if so why in the context of postmodern times why history suggests that the goal of learning lessons from the past is actually learning stories written by historians others if the past as history
foundation can anything ethical be gained from history why. Why history presents liberating challenges to history and ethics proposing that we have reached an emancipatory moment which is well beyond the end of history in a provocative analysis of European and American historical thinking and practice since the early 18th century a history of history confronts several basic assumptions about the nature of history among these are the concept of historical realism the belief in representationalism and the idea that the past possesses its own narrative written by one of the leading thinkers on the subject this book provides an accessible and radical history of history while offering new insights into the pressing questions of the nature purpose and function of history this book is an essential text for all students teachers and consumers of history every few years in the United States history teachers go through what some believe is an embarrassing national ritual a representative group of students sit down to take a standardized U.S. history test and the results show varied success sizable percentages of students score at or below a basic understanding of the country's history pundits seize on these results to argue that not only are students woefully ignorant about history but history teachers are simply not doing an adequate job teaching historical facts the overly common practice of teaching history as a series of dates memorizing the textbook and taking notes on teachers lectures ensues in stark contrast social studies educators like Bruce Vansledright argue instead for a more inquiry oriented approach to history teaching and learning that fosters a sense of citizenship through the critical skills of historical investigation detailed case studies of exemplar teachers are included in this timely book to make visible in an easily comprehensible way the thought processes of skilled teachers each case is then unpacked further to clearly address the question of what history teachers need to know to teach in an investigative way the challenge of rethinking history education is a must read for anyone looking for a guide to both the theory and practice of what it means to teach historical thinking to engage in investigative practice with students and to increase students capacity to critically read and assess the nature of the complex culture in which they live based on the assumption that reality reference and representation work together this introductory textbook explains and illustrates the various ways in which historians write the past as history for the first time the full range of leading narrative theorists such as Paul Ricoeur Hayden White Frank Ankersmit Seymour Chatman and Gérard Genette have been brought together to explain the narrative making choices all author historians make when creating historical explanations combining theory with practice Alun Munslow expands the
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U.S. labor history provides a reassessment of the recent growth and new directions in U.S. labor history. Labor history has recently undergone something of a renaissance that has yet to be documented. The book chronicles this rejuvenation with contributions from new scholars as well as established names. Rethinking U.S. labor history focuses particularly on those issues of pressing interest for today's labor historians: the relationship of class and culture, the link between worker's experience and the changing political economy, the role that gender and race have played in America's labor history, and finally the transnational turn. This collection of original essays examines the history of American education as it has developed as a field since the 1970s and moves into a post-revisionist era and looks forward to possible new directions for the future. Contributors take a comprehensive approach beginning with colonial education and spanning to modern day while also looking at various aspects of education from higher education to curriculum to the manifestation of social inequality in education. The essays speak to historians, educational researchers, policy makers, and others seeking fresh perspectives on questions related to the historical development of schooling in the United States. This book deals with the way historical genres are theorized and practiced in the twenty-first century in the context of the freedoms inspired by postmodernism and enabled by the development of innovative textual and graphic platforms. New theories of history view genres as flexible living forms that inspire more creative and experimental representations of the past. New ways of articulating history compete with the traditional model of historical prose. Acknowledging the current diversity in theories and practices and assuming the historicity of historical genres, this book engages the reality of historical genres today and explores new directions in historical practice by examining these new forms of representing the past. Thus, without denying the validity of traditional and conventional forms of history and arguing that these forms remain valid, this book surveys the production of what might be considered new historical genres practiced today in which the idea of practical past is put in practice. Preceded by the introduction and two theoretical articles on historical genres, some of the new forms of history analyzed in this book are historical reenactments, gaming history, social media graphic narratives, and first-person narratives of memoirs of trauma and film history. This book was originally published as a special issue of Rethinking History. Rethinking home is pioneering scholarship at its best. Amato makes his case for a new local history combining academic sophistication with a deft human touch. He provides new insight on the way in which humans have interacted with their environment.
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created environments over the past 150 years amato s eloquent plea for scholars to rethink the intricate relationships between home place nation and world is one that cannot be ignored richard o davies university foundation professor university of nevada local history is the stepchild of our profession joseph amato has emancipated cinderella innovative and engaging his passion for particulars brings life to people and places whose interest we have underrated far too long and provides a good read beside eugen weber department of history ucla in the best thoreauvian sense joseph amato masterfully synthesizes and eloquently presents two decades of practicing and thinking deeply about local history how pleasantly odd how wonderful that a book on local history should be so rousing so encouraging so redemptive rethinking home is a veritable call to arms for those of us who care deeply about the special the distinctive character of our own home places our own locales bradley p dean thoreau institute at walden woods a look at how to teach history in the age of easily accessible but not always reliable information let s start with two truths about our era that are so inescapable as to have become clichés we are surrounded by more readily available information than ever before and a huge percent of it is inaccurate some of the bad info is well meaning but ignorant some of it is deliberately deceptive all of it is pernicious with the internet at our fingertips what s a teacher of history to do in why learn history when it s already on your phone professor sam wineburg has the answers beginning with this we can t stick to the same old read the chapter answer the question snoozefest if we want to educate citizens who can separate fact from fake we have to equip them with new tools historical thinking wineburg shows has nothing to do with the ability to memorize facts instead it s an orientation to the world that cultivates reasoned skepticism and counters our tendency to confirm our biases wineburg lays out a mine filled landscape but one that with care attention and awareness we can learn to navigate the future of the past may rest on our screens but its fate rests in our hands praise for why learn history when it s already on your phone if every k 12 teacher of history and social studies read just three chapters of this book crazy for history changing history one classroom at a time and why google can t save us the ensuing transformation of our populace would save our democracyJames W. Lowen author of lies my teacher told me and teaching what really happened a sobering and urgent report from the leading expert on how american history is taught in the nation s schools a bracing edifying and vital book jill lepore new yorker staff writer and author of these truths wineburg is a true innovator who has thought more deeply about the relevance of history to the internet and vice versa 2023-03-02
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Other scholars I know anyone interested in the uses and abuses of history today have a duty to read this book. Niall Ferguson, senior fellow, Hoover Institution, and author of the ascent of money and civilization in deconstructing history, Alun Munslow examines history in the postmodern age. He provides an introduction to the debates and issues of postmodernist history. He also surveys the latest research into the relationship between the past history and historical practice as well as forwarding his own challenging theories. The book discusses issues of both empiricist and deconstruction positions and considers the arguments of major proponents of both stances and includes an examination of the character of historical evidence. Exploration of the role of historians, discussion of the failure of traditional historical methods. Chapters on Hayden White and Michel Foucault. An evaluation of the importance of historical narrative. An up-to-date comprehensive bibliography. An extensive and helpful glossary. Of difficult key terms. Deconstructing history maps the philosophical field. Outlines the controversies involved and assesses the merits of the deconstructionist position. He argues that instead of beginning with the past history, begin with its representation by historians based on the travels of Grifis Morse and Hearn in the late 1800s. These stories evoke the immediacy of daily experience in Meiji Japan. A nation still feudal in many of its habits yet captivating to westerners for its gentleness, beauty, and pure charm. Illustrated surveying the latest research. This welcome second edition of Alun Munslow's successful Deconstructing History provides an excellent introduction to the debates and issues of postmodernist history. This new edition has been updated and revised and along with the original discussion material and topics now assesses the claims of history as a form of truthful explanation. Discusses the limits of conventional historical thinking and practice and the responses of the new empiricists to the book's central arguments. Examines the arrival of experimental history and its implications. Clarifies the utility of addressing Michael Foucault and Hayden White and strengthens the analysis of Frank R. Ankersmit's recent work along with an updated glossary and a revised bibliography. This second edition will not only live up to its predecessor's reputation but will surpass it as the most essential student resource for studying history and its practice. Everyone has a personal connection to the past independent of historical inquiry. So what is the role of the historian making history argues that historians have damagingly dissociated the discipline of history from the everyday nature of history. Defining their work only in scholarly terms. Exploring the relationship between history and society kalela makes the case for a more participatory historical research culture in which historians take account of their role.
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in society, and the ways in which history-making as a basic social practice is presented in their work, making history not only asks provocative questions about the role of the historian, it also provides practical guidance for students and historians on planning research projects with greater public impact. this book is vital reading for all historians, lay and professional, and will be an essential text for undergraduate and postgraduate courses on historiography and research methods in rethinking German history. First published in 1987, Richard J. Evans argues for a social historical approach to the German past that pays equal attention to objective social structures and subjective values and experiences. If German history has been seen as an exception to the normal development of Western society, this is not least because historians have until recently largely failed to look beyond the world of high politics, institutions, organizations and ideologies to broader historical problems of German society and German mentalities. By applying and adapting approaches learned from French and British social history as they have been developed over the last quarter of a century, it is possible to achieve a rethinking of German history that does away with many of the textbook myths that have encrusted the historiography of Germany for so long. This book will be valuable for students of German history and politics and brings together essays widely used in teaching. Its broad coverage of social history will also be useful to all those interested in contemporary historiography or the comparative study of European history. is time out of joint for the past two centuries? The dominant Western time regime has been future-oriented and based on the linear, progressive and homogeneous concept of time. Over the last few decades, there has been a shift towards a new present-oriented regime or presentism made up of multiple and percolating temporalities. Rethinking historical time engages with this change of paradigm, providing a timely overview of cutting-edge interdisciplinary approaches to this new temporal condition. Marek Tamm and Laurent Olivier have brought together an international team of scholars working in history, anthropology, archaeology, geography, philosophy, literature, and visual studies to rethink the epistemological consequences of presentism for the study of past and to discuss critically the traditional assumptions that underpin research on historical time. Beginning with an analysis of presentism, the contributors move on to explore in historical and critical terms the idea of multiple temporalities before presenting a series of case studies on the variability of different forms of time in contemporary material culture. Alabi's world relates the history of a nation founded by escaped slaves deep in the Latin American rainforest. It tells of the black men and women's bloody battles for independence. This book makes no apology for evidence of corruption and conspiracy among some of Hollywood's most horrible people stars times and scandals from the stars who slept with kennedy celebrities politicians scandals to lavender marriages casting couch.
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truce with the colonial government and the attempt of their great leader alabi to reconcile his people with white law and a white god in one eloquent essay after another some of the wisest historians of our time write american history in a grand cosmopolitan context from the era of discovery to the present histories that we thought we knew of labor of race relations of politics of gender relations of diplomacy of ethnicity are more richly understood when causes and consequences are traced throughout the globe one emerges invigorated ready to welcome a new american history for a new international century linda k kerber author of no constitutional right to be ladies women and the obligations of citizenship rethinking american history in a global age is an extremely stimulating and thought provoking collection of essays written by leading historians who offer wider contexts for illuminating the traditional themes and issues of american national history particularly impressive is the book's combination of caution and original sometimes daring insights david brion davis author of in the image of god religion moral values and our heritage of slavery for decades american historians have been urging one another to place our culture in comparative or transnational perspective thomas bender's unique volume includes not only essays theorizing such efforts and essays exemplifying such work at its most successful and its most provocative it also provides more skeptical assessments questioning whether american historians can meet the challenge of overcoming our longstanding national preoccupations rethinking american history in a global age is an indispensable book that will shape the work of a rising generation of historians whose horizons will extend beyond our own shores james t kloppenberg author of the virtues of liberalism world history has expanded dramatically in recent years primarily as a teaching field and increasingly as a research field growing numbers of teachers and phds in history are required to teach the subject they must be current on topics from human evolution to industrial development in song dynasty china to today's disease patterns and then link these disparate topics into a coherent course numerous textbooks in print and in preparation summarize the field of world history at an introductory level but good teaching also requires advanced training for teachers and access to a stream of new research from scholars trained as world historians in this book patrick manning provides the first comprehensive overview of the academic field of world history he reviews patterns of research and debate and proposes guidelines for study by teachers and by researchers in world history american history told from the bottom up by howard zinn himself and the perfect all ages introduction to opening viewpoint published on zinn's hundredth birthday
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power of its own is an engrossing collection of conversations with the late howard zinn and an eloquently hopeful introduction for those who haven t yet encountered zinn s work booklist here is an unvarnished yet ultimately optimistic tour of american history told by someone who was often an active participant in it viewed through the lens of zinn s own life as a soldier historian and activist and using his paradigm shifting a people s history of the united states as a point of departure these conversations explore the american revolution the civil war the labor battles of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries u s imperialism from the indian wars to the war on terrorism world wars i and ii the cold war and the fight for equality and immigrant rights all from an unapologetically radical standpoint longtime admirers and a new generation of readers alike will be fascinated to learn about zinn s thought processes rationale motivations and approach to his now iconic historical work zinn s humane and often humorous voice along with his keen moral vision shine through every one of these lively and thought provoking conversations battles over the telling of our history still rage across the country and there s no better person to tell it than howard zinn bringing together michael o brien s pathbreaking essays on the american south this book examines the persistence and vitality of southern intellectual history from the early nineteenth century to the present day at once a broad survey of southern thought and a meditation on the subject as an academic discipline rethinking the south deftly integrates social history literary criticism and historiography as it positions the south within the wider traditions of european and american culture in his thoughtful introduction and throughout the ten essays that follow o brien stresses the tradition of romanticism as a central theme binding togethere figures as disparate as critic hugh legare literary scholar edwin mims poets richard henry wilde and allen tate and historians w j cash and c vann woodward first published as a collection in 1988 these essays confirm o brien s position as a pioneer in establishing and defining the enterprise of southern intellectual history paper has been the material of bureaucracy and paperwork performs functions of order control and surveillance knowledge making historians archives and bureaucracy explores how those functions transform over time allowing private challenges to the public narratives created by institutions and governments paperwork and bureaucratic systems have determined what we know about the past it seems that now as the digital is overtaking paper though mirroring its forms historians are able to see the significance of the materiality of paper and its role in knowledge making because it is no longer taken for granted the contributors to this volume discuss
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Public and private institutions asylums, hospitals and armies developed bureaucratic systems which have determined the parameters of our access to the past. The authors present case studies of paperwork in different national contexts which engage with themes of privacy and public accountability. The beginning of record keeping practices and their ends both in the sense of their purposes and in what happens to paper after the work has finished including preservation and curation in repositories of various kinds through to the place of paper and paperwork in a paperless world. The chapters in this book were originally published in a special issue of Rethinking History: The Journal of Theory and Practice.

Every few years in the United States, history teachers go through what some believe is an embarrassing national ritual. A representative group of students sit down to take a standardized U.S. history test and the results show varied success. Sizable percentages of students score at or below a basic understanding of the country's history. Pundits seize on these results to argue that not only are students woefully ignorant about history, but history teachers are simply not doing an adequate job teaching historical facts. The overly common practice of teaching history as a series of dates, memorizing the textbook, and taking notes on teachers' lectures ensues in stark contrast to the social studies educators like Bruce Vansledright, who argue instead for a more inquiry-oriented approach to history teaching and learning. He fosters a sense of citizenship through the critical skills of historical investigation.

Detailed case studies of exemplar teachers are included in this timely book to make visible in an easily comprehensible way the thought processes of skilled teachers. Each case is then unpacked further to clearly address the question of what history teachers need to know to teach in an investigative way. The challenge of rethinking history education is a must-read for anyone looking for both the theory and practice of what it means to teach historical thinking to engage in investigative practice with students and to increase students' capacity to critically read and assess the nature of the complex culture in which they live. Drawing on a wide variety of traditions and methods in historical studies, from the humanities and social sciences, both this book considers the questions, methods, goals, and frameworks historians of education from a wide variety of countries use to create the study of the history of education. This volume is a comprehensive and incisive look at the history of Bengal since the time of the British. There are essays on peasant and tribal movements, the Bengal Renaissance, Muslim identity, the history of caste, labor, the national movement, among other topics. This edited volume explores the history of student life throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Chapter authors examine the expanding reach of...
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scholarship on the history of college students the history of underrepresented students including black latino and lgbtq students and student life at state normal colleges and their successors regional colleges and universities and at community colleges and evangelical institutions the book also includes research on drag and gender and on student labor activism and offers new interpretations of fraternity and sorority life collectively these chapters deepen scholarly understanding of students the diversity of their experiences at an array of institutions and the campus lives they built is the history of the modern world the history of europe writ large or is it possible to situate the history of modernity as a world historical process apart from its origins in western europe in this posthumous collection of essays marshall g s hodgson challenges adherents of both eurocentrism and multiculturalism to rethink the place of europe in world history he argues that the line that connects ancient greeks to the renaissance to modern times is an optical illusion and that a global and asia centred history can better locate the european experience in the shared histories of humanity hodgson then shifts the historical focus and in a parallel move seeks to locate the history of islamic civilisation in a world historical framework in so doing he concludes that there is but one history global history and that all partial or privileged accounts must necessarily be resituated in a world historical context the book also includes an introduction by the editor edmund burke contextualising hodgson s work in world history and islamic history
Thinking Like a Historian 2013-06-19 thinking like a historian rethinking history instruction by nikki mandell and bobbie malone is a teaching and learning framework that explains the essential elements of history and provides how to examples for building historical literacy in classrooms at all grade levels with practical examples engaging and effective lessons and classroom activities that tie to essential questions thinking like a historian provides a framework to enhance and improve teaching and learning history we invite you to use thinking like a historian to bring history into your classroom or to re energize your teaching of this crucial discipline in new ways the contributors to thinking like a historian are experienced historians and educators from elementary through university levels this philosophical and pedagogical guide to history as a discipline uses published standards of the american historical association the organization of american historians the national council for history education the national history standards and state standards for wisconsin and california

Authoring the Past 2012 please explain why you think about and write history as you do collecting together the responses to this question from 15 of the world s foremost historians and theorists authoring the past represents a powerful reflection on and intervention in the historiographical field edited by alun munslow and presented in concise digestible essays the collection covers a broad range of contemporary interests and ideas and offers a rich set of reasoned alternative thoughts on our cultural engagement with times gone by emerging from an intensely fertile period of historical thought and practice authoring the past examines the variety of approaches to the discipline that have taken shape during this time and suggests possible future ways of thinking about and interacting with the past it provides a unique insight into recent debates on the nature and purpose of history and demonstrates that when diverse metaphysical and aesthetic choices are made the nature of the representation of the past becomes a matter of legitimate dispute students scholars and practitioners of history will find it a stimulating and invaluable resource

Rethinking History 2003-12-16 history means many things to many people but finding an answer to the question what is history is a task few feel equipped to answer if you want to explore this tantalising subject where do you start what are the critical skills you need to begin to make sense of the past the perfect introduction to this thought provoking area jenkins clear and concise prose guides readers through the controversies and debates that surround historical thinking at the present time providing them with the means to make their own discoveries

Rethinking History, Science, and Religion 2019-11-05 the historical interface between
science and religion was depicted as an unbridgeable conflict in the last quarter of the nineteenth century starting in the 1970s such a conception was too simplistic and not at all accurate when considering the totality of that relationship this volume evaluates the utility of the complexity principle in past present and future scholarship first put forward by historian john brooke over twenty five years ago the complexity principle rejects the idea of a single thesis of conflict or harmony or integration or separation between science and religion rethinking history science and religion brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars at the forefront of their fields to consider whether new approaches to the study of science and culture such as recent developments in research on science and the history of publishing the global history of science the geographical examination of space and place and science and media have cast doubt on the complexity thesis or if it remains a serviceable historiographical model

**Experiments in Rethinking History** 2004-08-02 history is a narrative discourse full of unfinished stories this collection of innovative and experimental pieces of historical writing shows there are fascinating and important new ways of thinking and writing about the past

**Rethinking American History in a Global Age** 2002-05-14 in rethinking and reframing the american national narrative in a wider context the contributors to this volume ask questions about both nationalism and the discipline of history itself the essays offer fresh ways of thinking about the traditional themes and periods of american history by locating the study of american history in a transnational context they examine the history of nation making and the relation of the united states to other nations and to transnational developments what is now called globalization is here placed in a historical context a cast of distinguished historians from the united states and abroad examines the historiographical implications of such a reframing and offers alternative interpretations of large questions of american history ranging from the era of european contact to democracy and reform from environmental and economic development and migration experiences to issues of nationalism and identity but the largest issue explored is basic to all histories how does one understand teach and write a national history even as one recognizes that the territorial boundaries do not fully contain that history and that within that bounded territory the society is highly differentiated marked by multiple solidarities and identities rethinking american history in a global age advances an emerging but important conversation marked by divergent voices many of which are represented here the
various essays explore big concepts and offer historical narratives that enrich the content and context of American history. The aim is to provide a history that more accurately reflects the dimensions of American experience and better connects the past with contemporary concerns for American identity, structures of power, and world presence.

Who Owns History? 2003-04-16 A thought-provoking new book from one of America's finest historians. History wrote James Baldwin does not refer merely or even principally to the past. On the contrary, the great force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us and are unconsciously controlled by it in many ways and history is literally present in all that we do. Rarely has Baldwin's insight been more forcefully confirmed than during the past few decades. History has become a matter of public controversy as Americans clash over such things as museum presentations, the flying of the Confederate flag, or reparations for slavery. So whose history is being written? Who owns it? In Who Owns History, Eric Foner proposes his answer to these questions, in which the historian's relationship to the world of the past and future is reconsidered, in his own earlier ideas, and those of the pathbreaking Richard Hofstadter. He also examines international changes during the past two decades. Globalization, the collapse of the Soviet Union, the end of apartheid in South Africa, and their effects on historical consciousness. He concludes with considerations of the enduring but often misunderstood legacies of slavery, the Civil War, and Reconstruction. This is a provocative, even controversial study of the reasons we care about history or should.

The Future of History 2010-07-30 In this radical reassessment, Alun Munslow challenges conventional notions of history and offers a new vision of historical thinking and practice. Deploying a range of concepts such as scepticism, aesthetics, ethics, standpoint, irony, authorship, and a new understanding of truth, The Future of History examines history as a form of knowledge in itself. Arguing that in the future, the multiple forms of its expression will be as significant as its content, this thought-provoking, challenging, and unique book offers a way forward for history after postmodernism and is essential reading for anyone asking the question: What is history?

Why History? 2005-11-18 Why History is an introduction to the issue of history and ethics designed to provoke discussion. The book asks whether a good knowledge and understanding of the past is a good thing to have and if so why. In the context of postmodern times, why history suggests that the goal of learning lessons from the past is actually learning lessons from stories written by historians and others. If the past as history has no foundation, can anything ethical be gained from history?
presents liberating challenges to history and ethics proposing that we have reached an emancipatory moment which is well beyond the end of history

*A History of History* 2012 in a provocative analysis of European and American historical thinking and practice since the early 18th century a history of history confronts several basic assumptions about the nature of history among these are the concept of historical realism the belief in representationalism and the idea that the past possesses its own narrative written by one of the leading thinkers on the subject this book provides an accessible and radical history of history while offering new insights into the pressing questions of the nature purpose and function of history this book is an essential text for all students teachers and consumers of history

*The Challenge of Rethinking History Education* 2010-09-13 every few years in the United States history teachers go through what some believe is an embarrassing national ritual a representative group of students sit down to take a standardized U.S. history test and the results show varied success sizable percentages of students score at or below a basic understanding of the country’s history pundits seize on these results to argue that not only are students woefully ignorant about history but history teachers are simply not doing an adequate job teaching historical facts the overly common practice of teaching history as a series of dates memorizing the textbook and taking notes on teachers lectures ensues in stark contrast social studies educators like Bruce Vansledright argue instead for a more inquiry oriented approach to history teaching and learning that fosters a sense of citizenship through the critical skills of historical investigation detailed case studies of exemplar teachers are included in this timely book to make visible in an easily comprehensible way the thought processes of skilled teachers each case is then unpacked further to clearly address the question of what history teachers need to know to teach in an investigative way the challenge of rethinking history education is a must read for anyone looking for a guide to both the theory and practice of what it means to teach historical thinking to engage in investigative practice with students and to increase students capacity to critically read and assess the nature of the complex culture in which they live

*Narrative and History* 2018-09-19 based on the assumption that reality reference and representation work together this introductory textbook explains and illustrates the various ways in which historians write the past as history for the first time the full range of leading narrative theorists such as Paul Ricoeur Hayden White Frank Ankersmit Seymour Chatman and Gérard Genette have been brought together to explain the narrative making choices all author historians make when creating
historical explanations combining theory with practice alun munslow expands the boundaries of the discipline and charts a new role for unconventional historical forms and modes of expression clear but comprehensive this is an ideal resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students taking courses on history and theory history and method and historiography

**Historical Thinking and Other Unnatural Acts** 2001 whether he is comparing how students and historians interpret documentary evidence or analyzing children’s drawings wineburg’s essays offer rough maps of how ordinary people think about the past and use it to understand the present these essays acknowledge the role of collective memory in filtering what we learn in school and shaping our historical thinking

**The Art of Time Travel** 2016-06-27 no matter how practised we are at history it always humbles us no matter how often we visit the past it always surprises us the art of time travel is to maintain critical poise and grace in this dizzy space in this landmark book eminent historian and award winning author tom griffiths explores the craft of discipline and imagination that is history through portraits of fourteen historians including inga clendinnen judith wright geoffrey blainey and henry reynolds he traces how a body of work is formed out of a life long dialogue between past evidence and present experience with meticulous research and glowing prose he shows how our understanding of the past has evolved and what this changing history reveals about us passionate and elegant the art of time travel conjures fresh insights into the history of australia and renews our sense of the historian’s craft griffiths luminous new work underlines the inarguable point that if we are truly to understand our history we must get to know those who wrote it a must read for anyone interested in australia’s past tim flannery if the past is a foreign country tom griffiths makes the perfect travelling companion erudite but honest generous yet discerning warm perceptive and nothing if not elegant let him be your eyes and ears on our shared history most of all follow his heart clare wright author historian and winner of the stella prize tom griffiths has the rare reconciling capacity to envisage australian history as a symphony created by many voices the discordant as well as the harmonious that tells an evolving bracing story of who we are essential reading morag fraser am greatly enriches our understanding of australia past and present the book teems with fresh insights griffiths poses searching questions which yield illuminating and often exhilarating answers ken inglis ao award winning author and historian a rare feat of imagination and generosity no other historian has so eloquently
and powerfully conveyed history's allure the art of time travel will remain relevant for decades to come mark mckenna award winning author and historian an historian at the height of his powers this is book is not only a meditation on the past but a rallying cry for the future in which australia's history might be a source of both unflinching self examination and poetic wonder brigid hains editorial director aen magazine events happen but history doesn't write itself by exploring the intellectual and emotional backstories of fourteen people who have crafted australian history tom griffiths shows how and why it is done in the process he has created a beautiful work of history julianne schultz am faha founding editor of griffith review sharp insights thoughtful judgment a generous spirit griffiths panorama of australian historians shows why any similar survey conducted in the future will include his own artful work among the honoured stephen j pyne arizona state university an enthralling account of the intellectual rediscovery of australia by fourteen of its most innovative explorers vividly brought to life by a gifted interpreter tom griffiths lyrical prose is mesmerizing in its mastery of australia's conjunctions of land and lineage history and memory fact and fable david lowenthal university college london suitable for lovers of australian history biography and culture the art of time travel is a graceful and lively work animated by griffiths experience and enthusiasm books publishing

On 'what is History?' 1995 this book provides a student introduction to contemporary historiographical debates jenkins explores the influence of carr and elton and argues that historians need to embrace the postmodern type approach of thinkers like rorty and white

The New History 2016-09-17 the notion of history has always been one strenuously debated by both academics and the wider population this deeply provocative rethinking of our engagement with the past by one of the world's leading post modern historians takes that debate one step further alun munsnow re assesses history in the light of post modernism and other intellectual challenges which have questioned the primacy of the modernist epistemology of empiricism in an original and stimulating vision of history that will intrigue all those seriously interested in the subject munsnow argues that history is not only about the sources but a literary construction munsnow concludes that history as a cultural narrative about the past can never tell us what the past really means this far reaching conclusion is based on the radical idea that the content of history is defined as much by the nature of the language used to represent and interpret that content as it is by research into the sources this suggests that history does not produce the most likely meaning of the past but rather can only
generate alternative meanings the lead volume in a major new series on historical thinking and practice this is an accessible yet absorbing study that breaks new ground in discussing the stage history is at now and perhaps most engagingly the direction it will take in the future

*What is History?* 1962 a philosophical interpretation of history examining the significance of historical study as a science and a reflection of social values

**Rethinking U.S. Labor History** 2010-10-21 rethinking u s labor history provides a reassessment of the recent growth and new directions in u s labor history labor history has recently undergone something of a renaissance that has yet to be documented the book chronicles this rejuvenation with contributions from new scholars as well as established names rethinking u s labor history focuses particularly on those issues of pressing interest for today s labor historians the relationship of class and culture the link between worker s experience and the changing political economy the role that gender and race have played in america s labor history and finally the transnational turn

**Rethinking the History of American Education** 2007-12-25 this collection of original essays examines the history of american education as it has developed as a field since the 1970s and moves into a post revisionist era and looks forward to possible new directions for the future contributors take a comprehensive approach beginning with colonial education and spanning to modern day while also looking at various aspects of education from higher education to curriculum to the manifestation of social inequality in education the essays speak to historians educational researchers policy makers and others seeking fresh perspectives on questions related to the historical development of schooling in the united states

**Re-thinking History** 1995 this book deals with the way historical genres are theorized and practiced in the twenty first century in the context of the freedoms inspired by postmodernism and enabled by the development of innovative textual and graphic platforms new theories of history view genres as flexible living forms that inspire more creative and experimental representations of the past new ways of articulating history compete with the traditional model of historical prose acknowledging the current diversity in theories and practices and assuming the historicity of historical genres this book engages the reality of historical genres today and explores new directions in historical practice by examining these new forms of representing the past thus without denying the validity of traditional and conventional forms of history and arguing that these forms remain valid this book surveys the production of what
might be considered new historical genres practiced today in which the idea of practical past is put in practice preceded by the introduction and two theoretical articles on historical genres some of the new forms of history analysed in this book are historical re enactments gaming history social media graphic narratives and first person narratives of memoirs of trauma and film history this book was originally published as a special issue of rethinking history

**Rethinking Historical Genres in the Twenty-First Century** 2018-03-08 rethinking home is pioneering scholarship at its best amato makes his case for a new local history combining academic sophistication with a deft human touch that can provide a new perspective on the way in which humans have interacted with their natural and created environments over the past 150 years amato s eloquent plea for scholars to rethink the intricate relationships between home place nation and world is one that cannot be ignored richard o davies university foundation professor university of nevada local history is the stepchild of our profession joseph amato has emancipated cinderella innovative and engaging his passion for particulars brings life to people and places whose interest we have underrated far too long and provides a good read beside eugen weber department of history ucla in the best thoreauvian sense joseph amato masterfully synthesizes and eloquently presents two decades of practicing and thinking deeply about local history how pleasantly odd how wonderful that a book on local history should be so rousing so encouraging so redemptive rethinking home is a veritable call to arms for those of us who care deeply about the special the distinctive character of our own home places our own locales bradley p dean thoreau institute at walden woods

**Rethinking Home** 2002-04 a look at how to teach history in the age of easily accessible but not always reliable information let s start with two truths about our era that are so inescapable as to have become clichés we are surrounded by more readily available information than ever before and a huge percent of it is inaccurate some of the bad info is well meaning but ignorant some of it is deliberately deceptive all of it is pernicious with the internet at our fingertips what s a teacher of history to do in why learn history when it s already on your phone professor sam wineburg has the answers beginning with this we can t stick to the same old read the chapter answer the question snoozefest if we want to educate citizens who can separate fact from fake we have to equip them with new tools historical thinking wineburg shows has nothing to do with the ability to memorize facts instead it s an orientation to the world that cultivates reasoned skepticism and counters our tendency to confirm our
biases wineburg lays out a mine filled landscape but one that with care attention and awareness we can learn to navigate the future of the past may rest on our screens but its fate rests in our hands praise for why learn history when it s already on your phone if every k 12 teacher of history and social studies read just three chapters of this book crazy for history changing history one classroom at a time and why google can t save us the ensuing transformation of our populace would save our democracy james w lowen author of lies my teacher told me and teaching what really happened a sobering and urgent report from the leading expert on how american history is taught in the nation s schools a bracing edifying and vital book jill lepore new yorker staff writer and author of these truths wineburg is a true innovator who has thought more deeply about the relevance of history to the internet and vice versa than any other scholar i know anyone interested in the uses and abuses of history today has a duty to read this book niall ferguson senior fellow hoover institution and author of the ascent of money and civilization

**Why Learn History (When It's Already on Your Phone)** 2018-09-17 in deconstructing history alun munslow examines history in the postmodern age he provides an introduction to the debates and issues of postmodernist history he also surveys the latest research into the relationship between the past history and historical practice as well as forwarding his own challenging theories the book discusses issues of both empiricist and deconstruction positions and considers the arguments of major proponents of both stances and includes an examination of the character of historical evidence exploration of the role of historians discussion of the failure of traditional historical methods chapters on hayden white and michel foucault an evaluation of the importance of historical narrative an up to date comprehensive bibliography an extensive and helpful glossary of difficult key terms deconstructing history maps the philosophical field outlines the controversies involved and assesses the merits of the deconstructionist position he argues that instead of beginning with the past history begin with its representation by historians

**Deconstructing History** 2006-04-18 based on the travels of griffis morse and hearn in the late 1800s these stories evoke the immediacy of daily experience in meiji japan a nation still feudal in many of its habits yet captivating to westerners for its gentleness beauty and pure charm illustrated

**Mirror in the Shrine** 1988 surveying the latest research this welcome second edition of alun munslow s successful deconstructing history provides an excellent introduction to the debates and issues of postmodernist history this new edition has
been updated and revised and along with the original discussion material and topics now assesses the claims of history as a form of truthful explanation discusses the limits of conventional historical thinking and practice and the responses of the new empiricists to the book's central arguments examines the arrival of experimental history and its implications clarifies the utility of addressing michael foucault and hayden white and strengthens the analysis of frank r ankersmit's recent work along with an updated glossary and a revised bibliography this second edition will not only live up to its predecessor's reputation but will surpass it as the most essential student resource for studying history and its practice

**Deconstructing History** 2006 everyone has a personal connection to the past independent of historical inquiry so what is the role of the historian making history argues that historians have damagingly dissociated the discipline of history from the everyday nature of history defining their work only in scholarly terms exploring the relationship between history and society kalela makes the case for a more participatory historical research culture in which historians take account of their role in society and the ways in which history making as a basic social practice is present in their work making history not only asks provocative questions about the role of the historian it also provides practical guidance for students and historians on planning research projects with greater public impact this book is vital reading for all historians lay and professional and will be an essential text for undergraduate and postgraduate courses on historiography and research methods

**Making History** 2011-11-18 in rethinking german history first published in 1987 richard j evans argues for a social historical approach to the german past that pays equal attention to objective social structures and subjective values and experiences if german history has been seen as an exception to the normal development of western society this is not least because historians have until recently largely failed to look beyond the world of high politics institutions organizations and ideologies to broader historical problems of german society and german mentalities by applying and adapting approaches learned from french and british social history as they have been developed over the last quarter of a century it is possible to achieve a rethinking of german history which does away with many of the textbook myths that have encrusted the historiography of germany for so long this book will be valuable for students of german history and politics and brings together essays widely used in teaching its broad coverage of social history will also be useful to all those interested in contemporary historiography or the comparative study of european history
Rethinking German History (Routledge Revivals) 2015-08-11 is time out of joint for the past two centuries the dominant western time regime has been future oriented and based on the linear progressive and homogeneous concept of time over the last few decades there has been a shift towards a new present oriented regime or presentism made up of multiple and percolating temporalities rethinking historical time engages with this change of paradigm providing a timely overview of cutting edge interdisciplinary approaches to this new temporal condition marek tamm and laurent olivier have brought together an international team of scholars working in history anthropology archaeology geography philosophy literature and visual studies to rethink the epistemological consequences of presentism for the study of past and to discuss critically the traditional assumptions that underpin research on historical time beginning with an analysis of presentism the contributors move on to explore in historical and critical terms the idea of multiple temporalities before presenting a series of case studies on the variability of different forms of time in contemporary material culture

Rethinking Historical Time 2019-08-22 alabi s world relates the history of a nation founded by escaped slaves deep in the latin american rain forest it tells of the black men and women s bloody battles for independence their uneasy truce with the colonial government and the attempt of their great leader alabi to reconcile his people with white law and a white god

Alabi’s World 1990-06 in one eloquent essay after another some of the wisest historians of our time write american history in a grand cosmopolitan context from the era of discovery to the present histories that we thought we knew of labor of race relations of politics of gender relations of diplomacy of ethnicity are more richly understood when causes and consequences are traced throughout the globe one emerges invigorated ready to welcome a new american history for a new international century linda k kerber author of no constitutional right to be ladies women and the obligations of citizenship rethinking american history in a global age is an extremely stimulating and thought provoking collection of essays written by leading historians who offer wider contexts for illuminating the traditional themes and issues of american national history particularly impressive is the book s combination of caution and original sometimes daring insights david brion davis author of in the image of god religion moral values and our heritage of slavery for decades american historians have been urging one another to place our culture in comparative or transnational perspective thomas bender s unique volume includes not
only essays theorizing such efforts and essays exemplifying such work at its most successful and its most provocative it also provides more skeptical assessments questioning whether american historians can meet the challenge of overcoming our longstanding national preoccupations rethinking american history in a global age is an indispensable book that will shape the work of a rising generation of historians whose horizons will extend beyond our own shores james t kloppenberg author of the virtues of liberalism

Rethinking American History in a Global Age 2002-05-14

world history has expanded dramatically in recent years primarily as a teaching field and increasingly as a research field growing numbers of teachers and ph ds in history are required to teach the subject they must be current on topics from human evolution to industrial development in song dynasty china to today s disease patterns and then link these disparate topics into a coherent course numerous textbooks in print and in preparation summarize the field of world history at an introductory level but good teaching also requires advanced training for teachers and access to a stream of new research from scholars trained as world historians in this book patrick manning provides the first comprehensive overview of the academic field of world history he reviews patterns of research and debate and proposes guidelines for study by teachers and by researchers in world history

Navigating World History 2003-05-15

american history told from the bottom up by howard zinn himself and the perfect all ages introduction to his eye opening viewpoint published on zinn s hundredth birthday truth has a power of its own is an engrossing collection of conversations with the late howard zinn and an eloquently hopeful introduction for those who haven t yet encountered zinn s work booklist here is an unvarnished yet ultimately optimistic tour of american history told by someone who was often an active participant in it viewed through the lens of zinn s own life as a soldier historian and activist and using his paradigm shifting a people s history of the united states as a point of departure these conversations explore the american revolution the civil war the labor battles of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries u s imperialism from the indian wars to the war on terrorism world wars i and ii the cold war and the fight for equality and immigrant rights all from an unapologetically radical standpoint longtime admirers and a new generation of readers alike will be fascinated to learn about zinn s thought processes rationale motivations and approach to his now iconic historical work zinn s humane and often humorous voice along with his keen moral vision shine through every one of these lively and
thought provoking conversations battles over the telling of our history still rage across the country and there s no better person to tell it than howard zinn

*Truth Has a Power of Its Own* 2019-09-03 bringing together michael o brien s pathbreaking essays on the american south this book examines the persistence and vitality of southern intellectual history from the early nineteenth century to the present day at once a broad survey of southern thought and a meditation on the subject as an academic discipline rethinking the south deftly integrates social history literary criticism and historiography as it positions the south within the wider traditions of european and american culture in his thoughtful introduction and throughout the ten essays that follow o brien stresses the tradition of romanticism as a central theme binding togethere figures as disparate as critic hugh legare literary scholar edwin mims poets richard henry wilde and allen tate and historians w j cash and c vann woodward first published as a collection in 1988 these essays confirm o brien s position as a pioneer in establishing and defining the enterprise of southern intellectual history

*Rethinking the South* 1993 paper has been the material of bureaucracy and paperwork performs functions of order control and surveillance knowledge making historians archives and bureaucracy explores how those functions transform over time allowing private challenges to the public narratives created by institutions and governments paperwork and bureaucratic systems have determined what we know about the past it seems that now as the digital is overtaking paper though mirroring its forms historians are able to see the significance of the materiality of paper and its role in knowledge making because it is no longer taken for granted the contributors to this volume discuss the ways in which public and private institutions asylums hospitals and armies developed bureaucratic systems which have determined the parameters of our access to the past the authors present case studies of paperwork in different national contexts which engage with themes of privacy and public accountability the beginning of record keeping practices and their ends both in the sense of their purposes and in what happens to paper after the work has finished including preservation and curation in repositories of various kinds through to the place of paper and paperwork in a paperless world the chapters in this book were originally published in a special issue of rethinking history the journal of theory and practice

*Knowledge Making* 2020-11-25 every few years in the united states history teachers go through what some believe is an embarrassing national ritual a representative
group of students sit down to take a standardized U.S. history test and the results show varied success sizable percentages of students score at or below a basic understanding of the country's history pundits seize on these results to argue that not only are students woefully ignorant about history but history teachers are simply not doing an adequate job teaching historical facts the overly common practice of teaching history as a series of dates memorizing the textbook and taking notes on teachers' lectures ensues in stark contrast social studies educators like Bruce A. Vansledright argue instead for a more inquiry-oriented approach to history teaching and learning that fosters a sense of citizenship through the critical skills of historical investigation detailed case studies of exemplar teachers are included in this timely book to make visible in an easily comprehensible way the thought processes of skilled teachers each case is then unpacked further to clearly address the question of what history teachers need to know to teach in an investigative way the challenge of rethinking history education is a must read for anyone looking for a guide to both the theory and practice of what it means to teach historical thinking to engage in investigative practice with students and to increase students' capacity to critically read and assess the nature of the complex culture in which they live

The Challenge of Rethinking History Education 2010 drawing on a wide variety of traditions and methods in historical studies from the humanities and social sciences both this volume considers the questions methods goals and frameworks historians of education from a wide variety of countries use to create the study of the history of education

Rethinking the History of Education 2013-06-05 this volume is a comprehensive and incisive look at the history of Bengal since the time of the British there are essays on peasant and tribal movements the Bengal renaissance Muslim identity history of caste labour the national movement among other topics

Bengal, Rethinking History 2001 this edited volume explores the history of student life throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries chapter authors examine the expanding reach of scholarship on the history of college students the history of underrepresented students including black Latino and LGBTQ students and student life at state normal schools and their successors regional colleges and universities and at community colleges and evangelical institutions the book also includes research on drag and gender and on student labor activism and offers new interpretations of fraternity and sorority life collectively these chapters deepen scholarly understanding of students the diversity of their experiences at an array of institutions and the
Rethinking Campus Life 2018-07-19 is the history of the modern world the history of europe writ large or is it possible to situate the history of modernity as a world historical process apart from its origins in western europe in this posthumous collection of essays marshall g s hodgson challenges adherents of both eurocentrism and multiculturalism to rethink the place of europe in world history he argues that the line that connects ancient greeks to the renaissance to modern times is an optical illusion and that a global and asia centred history can better locate the european experience in the shared histories of humanity hodgson then shifts the historical focus and in a parallel move seeks to locate the history of islamic civilisation in a world historical framework in so doing he concludes that there is but one history global history and that all partial or privileged accounts must necessarily be resituated in a world historical context the book also includes an introduction by the editor edmund burke contextualising hodgson s work in world history and islamic history

Rethinking World History 1993-05-28
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